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March 17, 2016 
 
Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel 
Federal Housing Finance Agency 
Attention: Comments/RIN 2590–AA27 
400 Seventh Street, SW 
Eighth Floor 
Washington, DC 20024 

Re: Proposed Rule: “Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets” 
 80 F.R. 79182 (December 18, 2015)  

Dear Mr. Pollard: 
 

The Manufactured Housing Institute (MHI) is pleased to provide comments on the “Enterprise 
Duty to Serve Underserved Markets” Proposed Rule published in the Federal Register on December 18, 
2015 by the Federal Housing Finance Agency (“FHFA”).    

 
MHI is the only national trade organization representing all segments of the factory-built housing 

industry.  MHI members include home builders, lenders, home retailers, community owners and 
managers, suppliers and others affiliated with the industry.  MHI’s membership includes 50 affiliated state 
organizations.  In 2015, the industry produced over 70,000 homes, approximately 9% of new single family 
home starts. 
 

We believe that a robust manufactured housing market is critical to increasing the availability of 
affordable housing, which is, in so many parts of the country, in short supply.    Manufactured home 
owners generally have low and moderate incomes, and commonly live in rural areas.  A strong Duty to 
Serve requirement will not only strengthen homeownership opportunities, but also offers an alternative to 
consumers who are hurt by unaffordable rents, or the shortage of adequate housing. 
 

For all these reasons it is critical that the Final Rule includes strong provisions with respect to 
manufactured housing.  Specifically, MHI believes the Rule should include the following key provisions: 

 Duty to Serve credit for chattel loans. Chattel lending is used for 70% of manufactured homes 
sold.  Duty to serve credit should be given to chattel loans that meet prudent underwriting standards 
and meet land-lease and other consumer protections (as outlined in our answers to Question 4 and 
in the Proposed Rule.)  

 No Duty to Serve credit for loans to communities.  While the Enterprises should continue to 
purchase loans to communities, including for smaller communities, this is not an Underserved 
Market and does not address the critical challenge for homeowners, which is affordable financing 
for chattel manufactured homes through a strong Enterprise secondary market.   MHI believes that 
community lending should be incorporated into the Enterprises’ housing goals. 
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 A strong Underserved Markets Plan, with more specifics about new loan products, more 
flexible underwriting, improved outreach to qualified seller-servicers, and reasonable 
volume benchmarks for purchase of loans titled as real property.  
 

These recommendations demonstrate MHI’s commitment to working with FHFA and the 
Enterprises to expand the supply of affordable housing in a responsible manner.  We also believe 
that these recommendations will bring to the manufactured housing consumer many of the same 
benefits available to consumers with conventional mortgages, namely greater access to credit with 
potentially more affordable financing, more lenders in the market, and the ability to refinance as 
market conditions change. 

 
Our attached comments first provide background on the manufactured housing market, 

including a description of the quality standards and affordability of manufactured homes.  We then 
provide a summary of the financing challenges facing consumers seeking to purchase 
manufactured housing.  Finally, we discuss our recommendations and comments in response to 
FHFA’s specific questions.   

 
MHI welcomes the opportunity to address any questions or concerns you might have, and 

stands ready to work with the Enterprises and the FHFA in helping to implement a successful Duty 
to Serve program for manufactured housing. 
 

Sincerely, 

 

Lesli Gooch, Ph.D. 
Senior Vice President for Government Affairs  
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The Manufactured Housing Market 
 

Manufactured housing provides quality, affordable housing for more than 22 million very 
low-, low- and moderate-income Americans.  The median annual income of manufactured 
homeowners is slightly more than $26,000 per year, nearly 50 percent less than that of all 
homeowners.1   Manufactured housing represents 7.3% of all occupied housing units, and 10.3% 
of all occupied single family detached housing2. 

 
Manufactured homes serve many housing needs in a wide range of communities—from 

rural areas where housing alternatives (rental or purchase) are few and construction labor is scarce 
and/or costly, to higher-cost metropolitan areas as in-fill applications. Manufactured housing is 
more prevalent in rural areas. About two-thirds of all occupied manufactured homes in the U.S. 
are located outside of metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs), and 14 percent of homes in non-MSA 
counties are manufactured homes.3 

 
One of the many salient features of manufactured housing is the quality of the homes and 

the value to consumers achieved through technological advancements and cost savings associated 
with the factory-built process.  Based on U.S. Census data, the cost of manufactured homes are 10 
to 35 percent less than the cost of comparable site-built homes.  The affordability of manufactured 
homes has long made these homes the preferred housing choice for many families, including first-
time homebuyers, retirees and families in rural areas.  

 
Unlike site-built homes, manufactured homes are built almost entirely in a controlled 

manufacturing environment in accordance with federal building codes administered by the 
Department of Housing and Urban Development (commonly referred to as the “HUD Code”). 
Homes are transported to the home-sites where they are installed in compliance with federal and 
state laws. 

  
The HUD Code is the only federal residential building code.  It regulates home design and 

construction, installation, durability, resistance to natural hazards, fire safety, electrical systems, 
energy efficiency, and other aspects of the home.  Homes are inspected by a HUD-approved third 
party during the construction process and the industry adheres to HUD’s robust quality assurance 
program, which offers greater controls than other forms of housing in the home building industry.  
Federal, state or local authorities inspect each home installation. 

																																																													
1	See CFPB, ‘‘Manufactured-housing consumer finance in the United States,’’ at 17 (Sept. 2014) [hereinafter 
‘‘CFPB White Paper’’], available at http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201409 cfpb report manufactured-
housing.pdf.	

2	2014	American	Community	Survey	

3	U.S.	Census	Bureau	American	Community	Survey	(ACS),	2008‐2012,	available	at	
http://www.census.gov/acs/www/data_documentation/data_main/.			
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The quality, reliability and durability of manufactured homes has improved substantially 
since the enactment of the Manufactured Housing Improvement Act of 2000, which considerably 
strengthened HUD oversight of construction and safety standards, set a national standard for 
installation, and required a Dispute Resolution program in every state to address disputes between 
consumers and manufacturers and installers.  As a result, the quality of manufactured homes is 
much higher than it was 20 or 30 years ago. 

 
Financing Challenges Facing Consumers  
 

Manufactured housing is an important source of affordable housing and the creation of a 
secondary market will help reduce the financing pricing differential with site-built homes and as a 
result open up homeownership opportunities to many more working families. Currently, there is 
no secondary market for home-only (chattel) loans similar to what there is for site-built real estate 
even though the vast majority of manufactured housing loans are chattel loans.  As a result, the 
lenders’ cost of funds for site-built mortgages is lower than the cost of funds for loans secured by 
manufactured homes.  In addition, the loan balance to support fixed-origination and servicing costs 
is much lower for manufactured homes and there is no private mortgage insurance for chattel loans.   

 
While the interest rate is currently higher on a manufactured home loan than for a mortgage 

on a site-built home due to the aforementioned factors, manufactured home loan payments are still 
often less than half of the loan payments on a site-built home loan because of the significant cost 
savings for the home itself. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the average price per square 
foot of a manufactured home is $44, compared to $94 for a site-built home. This results in a 
significant difference in the cost of homeownership. For example, a manufactured home loan of 
$40,000 at a 10.5 percent interest rate over 25 years would result in a monthly payment of 
approximately $395.  For a $245,700 site-built home (the average price in 2013 according to 
realtor.org) with a 10 percent down payment, the loan amount would be around $220,000.  At a 4 
percent interest rate over 25 years, the monthly payment amount for a mortgage on this site-built 
home would be approximately $1,178 – three times that of the average manufactured home 
payment.  Even when ground rents are included, the cost of owning a manufactured home is 
approximately one third less than owning a site-built home.4 

 
In its September 2014 paper on manufactured housing, the Consumer Financial Protection 

Bureau stated that chattel loans are approximately 50 to 500 basis points more expensive than real 
property loans.5  In large part this disparity is due to the additional risks the lender takes on: a lack 
of a significant secondary market for chattel loans which may account for 100 to 150 basis points, 
concomitant interest rate risk, which combined may account for an additional 150 to 200 basis 
points, higher servicing costs and very limited risk sharing with lenders by either the private or 
government sectors, which may account for an additional 150 basis points.  

 

																																																													
4	Id	p.	21	

5	Id.	p.	6		
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A strong secondary market for chattel loans has the potential to not only ease financing 
costs for consumers but also expand consumer choice as more lenders enter the market. A strong 
secondary market will also provide refinancing opportunities to manufactured homeowners as 
market conditions warrant. 

 
Importance of Duty to Serve Rule for Manufactured Housing 

 
The 2008 Housing and Economic Recovery Act (“HERA”)6 singled out manufactured 

housing as one of only three Underserved Markets. This legislation reflected the frustration of 
Congress both with the declining volume of Enterprise manufactured housing loan purchases at 
the time and with the virtual exclusion of chattel loans from the types of loans they would purchase.   
 

The two most important roles of the Enterprises are to provide a secondary market and to 
foster standardization of loan products and loan documents.  The Enterprises have failed to provide 
either for chattel loans.  Unfortunately, the Enterprises have also demonstrated a minimal 
commitment to the purchase of loans secured by land with manufactured homes and titled as real 
estate.  In fact, according to a 2014 GAO report, only 7 percent of conventional manufactured 
home mortgages were sold to the Enterprises7.  
 

MHI believes it is in the best interest of consumers, the Enterprises and the manufactured 
housing industry for the Enterprises to increase participation in the manufactured housing market.  
By facilitating access to the secondary market, the Enterprises can play an important role in 
improving access to credit across the manufactured housing spectrum – including chattel loans, 
chattel loans on borrower-owned real estate, real estate loans, and loans to appropriately selected 
manufactured communities.  This access in turn, will bring to the consumers of manufactured 
housing many of the same benefits enjoyed by site-built homeowners, including lower financing 
costs, more lenders in the market, and the ability to refinance as market conditions change.   
 

For all these reasons it is critical that the Final Rule includes strong provisions with respect to 
manufactured housing.  Specifically, MHI believes the Rule should include the following key 
provisions: 

 
1. Duty to Serve Credit should be provided for chattel loans that meet prudent underwriting 

standards and meet land-lease and other consumer protections (as outlined in our answers 
to Question 4) – with appropriate consideration given to features that reduce risk such as 
appropriate G-Fees, loan level price adjustments (LLPAs), lender risk sharing, loans on 
homes sited on land the borrower owns, loans with low LTVs and loans on homes sited in 
communities that adhere to the consumer protections set forth in the Proposed Rule.   

																																																													
6 The Housing and Economic Recovery Act of 2008, Pub.L. 110-289, Div. A, Title I, §§ 1128(c)(1), 1129(a), July 
30, 2008, 122 Stat. 2701, 2703, added 12 U.S.C.A. § 4565 (Duty to serve underserved markets and other 
requirements) to the Housing Goals Subpart of the Government Sponsored Entities Chapter of Title 12. 

7	GAO,	Manufactured	Housing:		Efforts	Needed	to	Enhance	Program	Effectiveness	and	Ensure	Funding	
Stability	July	2014,	p.	28	
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2. No Duty to Serve credit should be provided for loans to communities.  While the 

Enterprises should continue to purchase these types of loans, including for smaller 
communities, this is not an Underserved Market and does not address the critical challenge 
for homeowners, which is affordable financing for chattel manufactured homes facilitated 
by a strong Enterprise secondary market.  As noted in our previous comment letter, 
community lending should be part of the Enterprises’ housing goals.  
 

3. A strong Underserved Markets Plan should be developed with more specifics about new 
loan products, more flexible underwriting, improved outreach to qualified seller-servicers, 
and reasonable volume benchmarks for purchase of loans titled as real property. 

 
Chattel Loans 

 
MHI is encouraged that the Supplementary Material of the Proposed Rule explicitly 

describes the significant market share of chattel loans, their importance in meeting affordable 
housing needs, and, in the words of the FHFA, “significant financing needs of chattel borrowers.”  
MHI also appreciates the Proposed Rule’s willingness to consider chattel loan purchases - both 
through the solicitation of comments on whether to give Duty to Serve Credit for Chattel Loans 
and through the proposal to have the Enterprises engage in pilot chattel loan programs.   

 
MHI understands that after many years of the Enterprises eschewing chattel loan purchases 

of any kind, the Enterprises lack familiarity with these products and do not have detailed 
performance data on the market as it exists today. Moreover, MHI appreciates the financial 
problems associated with Fannie Mae’s purchase of chattel loan securities from Conseco over a 
decade ago.  However, the Conseco experience in no way portends poor asset quality, high default 
rates or unacceptable loss severity for purchases of chattel loans in the manner we are proposing. 
In short, the industry has experienced a significant improvement in lending fundamentals.  

 
Moreover, the lack of Enterprise familiarity with chattel loan purchases does not justify 

not addressing what the Proposed Rule explicitly acknowledges – the fact that chattel loans 
constitute a majority of manufactured home loans and have no secondary market.  Therefore, the 
failure of a Final Rule to require the Enterprises to make a significant commitment to purchase 
chattel loans on a meaningful level as part of the statutory Duty to Serve to serve Underserved 
Markets would fundamentally undermine the purpose and objectives of the statute in this important 
market. 

 
MHI members, representing the overwhelming majority of chattel manufactured home 

lenders nationwide, can attest that chattel lending can be done responsibly with identifiable and 
manageable risk levels.  MHI recognizes that loss levels may exceed those of loans also secured 
by real estate, but would point out that increases in G-Fees, loan level price adjustments, and risk 
sharing, commensurate with such high risk levels, can fully compensate for such increased risk.  
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Additionally, the Enterprises can and should include appropriate consumer protections for such 
loans in program guidelines. 

 
Therefore, the Enterprises should receive DTS credit for chattel loans that meet responsible 

underwriting standards and entail appropriate consumer protections. 
 
Addressing Chattel Risk Concerns Raised in the Proposed Rule. 

 
In choosing not to give Duty to Serve Credit for chattel loans, the Proposed Rule identifies 

a number of risk factors. MHI stands ready to carry out discussions with the Enterprises and the 
FHFA to address these concerns, including the issues raised in the Proposed Rule, which we 
address in detail in our response to Question 4. 

 
MHI strongly believes that concerns that focus on credit risk do not warrant a blanket 

exclusion of Duty to Serve Credit for chattel loans.  MHI believes that chattel loans by carefully 
vetted seller/servicers merit Duty to Serve credit.  Concerns about loan performance would be 
addressed by careful product design, prudent underwriting, diligent servicing, seller-servicer risk 
sharing, loan level price adjustments and G-Fees.  Moreover, this approach provides an 
opportunity for the Enterprises to compile data on loan performance, and participating lenders 
could be asked to confidentially share historical loan performance data.  Therefore, the Enterprises 
should receive DTS credit for chattel loans that are demonstrably safe, and which also address the 
specific risk concerns identified in the Proposed Rule.  Following are specific ways loans could 
safely be eligible for DTS credit: 
 
Lender Risk Sharing 
 

The Enterprises have programs to transfer loan purchase credit risk, both up-front and 
back-end, to protect Enterprise loan purchases.  Risk sharing reduces the risk of Enterprise loss 
and provides market discipline.  Appropriate risk transfer standards and responsible counterparty 
requirements, along with loan level price adjustments and G-Fees, could be developed with 
individual seller-servicers to give Duty to Serve Credit for qualifying chattel loans purchased under 
this approach.   
 
Loan Level Pricing Adjustments 

 
The Enterprises are able to set loan level pricing adjustments (LLPAs) to their guarantee 

fees to appropriately price for additional risk factors.  The Enterprises already use LLPAs for 
manufactured homes, as well as other factors such as LTV and credit score.  The Enterprises should 
be able to develop LLPAs for various types of manufactured homes, such as those sited in 
communities and those on borrower-owned land.  
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Provide DTS Credit for Certain Types of Chattel Loans with Less Risk 
 

Loans on Land Owned by the Borrower 
 

Many of the risks cited by the Proposed Rule about chattel loans relate to the borrower not 
owning the property on which the home is sited and the untimely termination or escalating cost of 
land leases.  However, a substantial number of chattel home owners site their home on land that 
they own.  The Proposed Rule identifies a goal of getting borrowers to convert these to homes 
titled as real property.  There are many cases where this can and should be done.  However, it is 
often the case that the borrower chooses not to do so.  For example, conversion costs can be more 
expensive than the option of simply financing the home as chattel.  Also, some consumers who 
own underlying land choose chattel lending because they do not want to place their land at risk as 
collateral for a loan.  Additionally, conversion is not affordable or practical for a home already 
sited.  Experience and common sense indicate that chattel loans secured by homes on borrower-
owned land can be done safely.  Thus, Duty to Serve credit should be given to loans that meet 
basic underwriting criteria and are sited on owned land. 

 
Loans to Homes in Approved Communities 
 

The proposed rule lays out guidelines for DTS credit for blanket loans to manufactured 
housing communities.  These guidelines include a series of land lease and affordability 
requirements to ensure that consumers are protected and the loan is sound.  These additional 
protections address many of the risk factors identified in the Proposed Rule that led to the 
conclusion that the disadvantages to borrowers and risk factors outweigh the benefits of chattel 
loans.  Therefore, MHI believes that chattel loans to borrowers in communities that adopt the 
proposed consumer protections should be eligible for DTS credit.  These chattel loans thus will 
benefit both consumers and communities where they live.8  More affordable chattel loans results 
in more financing flexibility for consumers who will buy the homes and rent home sites in those 
communities. 

 
Community operators, in turn, could support these loans by (1) risk sharing, (2) granting 

concessions on site rent for homes in foreclosure, (3) site maintenance without charge, and (4) 
marketing the home with no commission 

 
Low LTV Loans and Higher Down Payment Loans 
 

The Proposed Rule cites the depreciation of the value of the property as a major risk.  
However, for lower LTV loans this is not a significant factor, considering the equity in the 
property.  MHI believes lower LTV loans can profitably and responsibly be purchased, and 

																																																													
8	MHI’s	comments	on	the	proposed	protections	are	detailed	in	Section	I(D)	of	our	response	to	Question	4	
posed	in	the	Proposed	Rule.			
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recommends giving DTS credit for such loans. Similarly, the Enterprises should also consider high 
down payment mortgages that meet qualified mortgage standards.  

Consumer Protections 

Finally, the Proposed Rule states that “There may be substantial difficulties with 
establishing the protections and disclosures necessary to make chattel loans appropriate for 
Enterprise support.”  MHI does not agree that such concerns should be a reason for not moving 
forward on Enterprise chattel loan purchases.  The Proposed Rule would require standards for 
consumer protections for land leases as a criteria for purchase of loans to communities.  These 
standards can easily be required for DTS credit for chattel loans.  Our comments in Question 3 
identify what we believe are robust land lease and loan servicing protections.  In addition, we note 
that Dodd-Frank subjects chattel loans to a wide range of important consumer protections 
including Ability to Repay, the Loan Originator Compensation Rule and bans on mandatory 
arbitration, and the Proposed Rule precludes Duty to Serve credit for any loans that are high cost 
HOEPA loans. 

 
Loans to Manufactured Home Communities 
 

MHI appreciates the continued need for affordable loans for manufactured home 
communities, and acknowledges that there are indirect benefits to the homeowners who live in 
communities supported by the Enterprises.  MHI, however, questions whether Duty to Serve credit 
for loans to communities is appropriate.   

 
HERA requires the Enterprises to “provide leadership to the market in developing loan 

products and flexible underwriting guidelines to facilitate a secondary market for very-low, low-, 
and moderate income families with respect to the identified underserved markets.” A loan to a 
community is not a loan to very-low, low-, and moderate income family.  In addition, a robust, 
competitive market, which includes both of the Enterprises, exists.  The market is far from 
underserved.  For these reasons, loans to communities do not comply with the mandate of the 
statute.   

 
Lending to manufactured home communities should be factored into the housing goals of 

the Enterprises, as noted in MHI’s October 2014 comment letter.9  MHI continues to believe that 
including manufactured home communities in multifamily housing goals will incent the 
Enterprises to make these loans beyond the compulsion of a Duty to Serve directive. MHI stands 
ready to engage with FHFA on this issue the next time the housing goals are open for comment.    
 

MHI also believes that Fannie Mae’s underwriting guidelines for community loans are 
overly restrictive, and describes this issue in detail in the response to Question 23.  Fannie Mae 

																																																													
9	See	Manufactured	Housing	Institute	Comments		RIN	2590‐AA65	“Enterprise	Housing	Goals;	Proposed	Rule	
12	CFR	Parts	1282	Blanket	Loans	on	Manufactured	Housing	Parks”	
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should be encouraged to relax these guidelines, which can be done in a manner consistent with 
sound underwriting and credit risk levels.  
 

As discussed above, Duty to Serve credit for chattel loans for homes in communities 
observing specified consumer protections will benefit both the consumers and the communities. 
These loans are much more appropriate 

 
Loans Titled as Real Property 

HERA identifies the basic types of activities the Enterprises should undertake under an 
Underserved Markets Plan to meet the Duty to Serve requirement, and are stated in the Proposed 
Rule.  However, MHI believes the Rule should be more specific.  Following are recommendations 
to strengthen these requirements: 

New Loan Products and More Flexible Underwriting  

If the performance of manufactured homes titled as real property mortgages exhibit the 
same performance as site-built homes, the loan level pricing adjustments for manufactured housing 
should be eliminated. 

Also, approximately 7 to 10 percent of manufactured homes meet the Department of 
Energy’s Energy Star criteria and exceed the HUD code’s 1996 standards.  To encourage the 
purchase of Energy Star homes, the Enterprises should allow higher debt-to-income ratios that 
account for lower utility costs.  

Loan Purchase Performance 

If the performance of conventional manufactured home loans perform as well as 
conventional mortgages, the Enterprises should take steps to increase purchases to levels 
commensurate with conventional loans for site-built homes. 
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Response to Request for Comments - Questions 1 to 26 

1. How much discretion should the Enterprises have in selecting activities – Core Activities 
and Additional Activities – to serve the underserved markets?   
 
Answer:  The Enterprises should have discretion, subject to the criteria established by the Rule, 
annual performance reviews and Underserved Market Plans that both include consideration of 
public comments. 
 
2. Should FHFA establish specific Regulatory Activities for the underserved markets, or 
should the Enterprises have broad discretion to decide how to serve these markets? 
 
Answer: same answer as Comment #1 above. 
 
3. Are the proposed Regulatory Activities, as identified in the proposed rule for each of the 
underserved markets and described further below, appropriate for accomplishing the Duty 
to Serve objectives? 
 
Answer: The urgent need in the marketplace is for a secondary market for chattel lending.  HERA 
requires the Enterprises to “provide leadership to the market in developing loan products and 
flexible underwriting guidelines to facilitate a secondary market for very-low, low-, and moderate 
income families with respect to the identified underserved markets.” One of the three underserved 
markets is manufactured housing. 
 
The exclusion of chattel loans from Duty to Serve (“DTS”) does not serve the vast majority of 
manufactured home buyers who opt not to purchase land or convert their homes to real property. 
The Proposed Rule notes that “. . . the majority of the manufactured housing market is chattel-
financed, with 70% of new manufactured housing units placed in 2013 as chattel” – and refers to 
“the significant financing needs of chattel borrowers.”   The Proposed Rule also notes that a 
substantial number of the homes are located in rural areas.10  Enterprise purchase of chattel loans 
made in rural areas would serve two Underserved Markets simultaneously. 

																																																													
10	As the FHFA notes: “Manufactured housing continues to grow in importance as a rural housing choice.  Most 
rural manufactured homes are financed as personal property (chattel), which often features higher interest rates with 
shorter repayment terms. However, chattel-financed manufactured homes offer an affordable option for many people 
in rural markets because the cost of a manufactured unit is typically lower than that of a site-built unit and does not 
include the cost of the underlying land, which the household may rent or already own. A household may also save 
money because it does not pay real estate taxes on chattel property, although it may pay personal property taxes on 
the unit.”  80 F.R. 79182 at 79205 (December 18, 2015). 

The FHFA identifies (i) Middle Appalachia; (ii) The Lower Mississippi Delta; or (iii) a colonia as “high needs rural 
areas”, and ‘‘high-needs rural population’’ as any of the following populations, provided the population is located in 
a rural area as defined in the proposed rule: (i) members of a Federally recognized Indian tribe located in an Indian 
area; or (ii) migrant and seasonal agricultural workers.  “FHFA chose these rural regions and populations because 
they are characterized by a high concentration of poverty and substandard housing conditions. The economic 
distress experienced in these regions and by these populations is evident in their poor housing conditions and 
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The chattel loan market is the epitome of an Underserved Market.  The vast majority of very-low 
income, low income and moderate income consumers who seek these loans are not served by loans 
to Communities or real estate mortgages they cannot afford.11    Therefore, the failure of a Final 
Rule to require the Enterprises to purchase chattel loans at a meaningful level to fulfill the statutory 
Duty to Serve Underserved Markets would fundamentally undermine the purpose and objectives 
of the statute. 12 
 
Accordingly, we propose as follows:  The Enterprises should receive DTS credit for loans secured 
by chattel manufactured homes that include reasonable terms to protect homeowners.  Concerns 
about loan performance will be addressed by prudent underwriting, diligent servicing and seller-
servicer risk sharing, and responsible counterparty requirements such as loan level price 
adjustments and G-Fees. 
 
We discuss each of these points below. 
 
4. Are the requirements for Objectives discussed above appropriate, and should there be 
any additional requirements? 
 
I. FHFA should Give Duty to Serve Credit for Single-Family Chattel Manufactured Home 

Loans with Reasonable Consumer Protections 
 
A. Chattel Loans Eligible for DTS Credit Should Meet Prudent Underwriting Standards 

Requirements established for loans eligible for DTS credit should be consistent with 
prudent underwriting. The chattel loans must satisfy the ability to repay standards in 
the Truth in Lending Act (“TILA”) and Regulation Z and follow Appendix Q’s 
documentation/verification processes, and LTV and term to maturity limitations.  
Compliance with Regulation Z’s Appraisal Rule (see 12 C.F.R. § 1026.35(c)) and 
adherence to prudent LTV limitations should dispel FHFA’s concern that “something 
as basic as the value used in the loan-to-value calculation varied dramatically from 
dealer to dealer . . .” 

Chattel loans that adhere to prudent underwriting guidelines and appropriate pricing 
and risk mitigation agreements can be purchased, responsibly and profitably.  For 
example: 

																																																													
unaffordable housing.  Manufactured housing is prevalent in these regions and is a significant option for 
affordable housing.”  (Emphasis supplied.)  80 F.R. 79182 at 79208, 79209 (December 18, 2015). 

11 Enterprise purchase of chattel loans will help narrow the rate spread between traditional real estate fee simple 
lending and manufactured housing lending.    

12  We note the FHFA’s concern about undertaking purchase of “risky” chattel loans, but such purchases would be a 
less than tiny fraction of the Enterprises total volume and, if structured as described in this letter, would not threaten 
the Enterprises’ safety and soundness in the slightest. 
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Underwriting Criteria Metric 

Maximum LTV 80% (or higher with appropriate credit 
enhancement)  

Minimum Down Payment 20% of lesser of factory invoice or appraised 
value (if appraisal required by applicable 
law), or lower with appropriate credit 
enhancement. 

Maximum Term to Maturity 20 years 

Minimum FICO Score 620 (consider 580 with appropriate consumer 
education)  

Maximum DTI 43% 

Home is on land owned by the Borrower Yes 

Security interest in the land Yes 

G-Fee/ Loan Level Price Adjustment Based on risk and periodic performance 
evaluation. 

Risk Sharing First loss, not greater than 10% 

 

B. Chattel Loans Eligible for DTS Credit Cannot Have an Annual Percentage Rate 
Threshold that Exceeds the Federal HOEPA Threshold 

Chattel loans that have an APR that exceeds the threshold for high cost mortgages (as 
defined in the Truth in Lending Act’s HOEPA regulation at 12 C.F.R § 
1026.32(a)(1)(i)) would not be eligible for DTS Credit. 

 

C. Loans Eligible for DTS Credit Shall Comply With Certain RESPA Consumer 
Protections 
 
The Proposed Rule states that “There may be substantial difficulties with establishing 
the protections and disclosures necessary to make chattel loans appropriate for 
Enterprise support.”  These concerns are addressed easily.   
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Whether or not the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (“RESPA”) applies to a 
particular loan, FHFA should require compliance with Regulation X’s consumer 
protections for chattel loans to be eligible for DTS credit. Those protections are:  

(1)  RESPA Section 8 Prohibition Against Kickbacks and Other Unearned Fees 
[Section 1024.14]; 

(2)  Mortgage Servicing Transfer Provisions [Section 1024.33]; 

(3)  Escrow Account Requirement [Sections 1024.17 and 1024.34]; 

(4)  Error Resolution Procedures [Section 1024.35]; 

(5)  Requests for Information [Section 1024.36]; 

(6)  Forced Placed Insurance Protections [Section 1024.37]; 

(7)  General Servicing Policies, Procedures and Requirements [Section 1024.38]; 

(8)  Early Intervention Requirements [Section 1024.39];  

(9)  Single Point of Contact [Section 1024.40]; and 

(10)  Loss Mitigation Procedures [Section 1024.41 other than the foreclosure sale 
provisions in 41(g), the loss mitigation appeals in section 41(h) and the 120-
day enforcement moratorium in 41(f) and (j). 

An “itemization of amount financed” disclosure as prescribed by the Truth in 
Lending Act (“TILA”) would be provided to the borrower, unless the new 
integrated TILA-RESPA disclosures are provided.  (All other TILA requirements 
would remain as-is.)  The MLO Compensation Rule13 insures that consumers will 
be offered the best loan terms available.  TILA also contains many other protections 
put in place after the 2008 housing crisis, such as the Ability to Repay standards 
and the ban on pre-dispute arbitration agreements. 
 
Requiring a Notice of Default and Right to Cure14, together with the Regulation X 
protections described above, will result in chattel loans servicing in compliance 
with the same protections as real estate loans. 

 
D. Loans Eligible for DTS Credit that are Secured by Homes Located on Leased Land 

Should Have Additional Protections Regarding Land Tenure and Security  
  
The Proposed Rule conditions eligibility for Enterprise Duty to Serve credit for loans 
to communities on the community extending specified consumer leasehold protections 
to its tenants.  These protections could be a condition for eligibility for Duty to Serve 

																																																													
13	12	C.F.R.	§	1026.36(d).	

14	Contrary to the FHFA’s contention that chattel loans do not enjoy any consumer protections, every state except, 
Hawaii, Nevada and South Dakota requires a Notice of Default and Right to Cure before repossession. 		
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Credit for chattel loans.  Accordingly, we have set forth the leasehold protection 
provisions in the Proposed Rule, followed by MHI’s view of each: 
 

FHFA: a. The lease term must be for a minimum of one year and renewable absent good cause;  
 MHI: We agree; 

 
FHFA: b. There must be at least 30 days advance written notice of a rent increase; 

 MHI: We agree, unless state law is more protective; 
  

FHFA: c. There must be at least a five-day grace period for rent payments, and tenants must have 
a right to cure defaults on rent payments; 

 MHI: We agree, unless state law is more protective; 
 

FHFA: d. If the tenant defaults on rent payments, the tenant must have the right to: 
FHFA: i. Sell the tenant’s unit without having to first relocate it out of the community; 

o MHI: Allowing a reasonable time period, such as ninety (90) days, after an 
eviction to sell the home in the community, provided (1) the home meets 
minimum set up requirements; (2) all prospective residents submit an 
application for residency and meet reasonable resident approval criteria, and (3) 
when the home is sold, the homeowner pays all outstanding site rent.  

FHFA: ii. Sublease or assign the lease for the unexpired term to the new buyer of the 
tenant’s unit without any unreasonable restraint; 

o MHI: Not placing unreasonable restraint on subleasing, assignment, or re-
issuance of lease for the unexpired term to the new buyer, provided that all 
prospective residents submit an application for residency and meet reasonable 
resident approval criteria; 

FHFA: iii. Post ‘‘For Sale’’ signs; and 

o MHI: Allowing “For Sale” signs not greater than 24"x18" in the window of the 
home and not in the front yard; 

FHFA: iv. Have a reasonable period of time after an eviction to sell the unit; and,  

o MHI: This provision seems to be the same as d.i. above.   

Our answer remains: Allowing a reasonable time period, such as ninety (90) 
days after an eviction to sell the home in the community, provided (1) the home 
meets minimum set up requirements; (2) all prospective residents submit an 
application for residency and meet reasonable resident approval criteria, and (3) 
when the home is sold, the homeowner pays all outstanding site rent.  

FHFA: e. Tenants must receive at least 120 days advance notice of a planned sale or closure 
of the community within which time the tenants, or an organization acting on behalf of a group 
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of tenants, may match any bona fide offer for sale. The community owner shall consider the 
tenants’ offer and negotiate with them in good faith. 

 MHI: Tenants must receive at least 120 days advance notice of a planned change in land 
use within which time the tenants, or an organization acting on behalf of a group of tenants, 
may match any bona fide offer for sale.   However, a right of first refusal is unwarranted 
where a sale of the property would not affect use.  The home site leases would transfer to 
the new owner.  There would be no change for the residents. 

II. Reducing Risk  

In choosing not to give Duty to Serve Credit for chattel loans, the Proposed Rule identifies a 
number of risk factors.15  MHI believes that these factors do not warrant exclusion of Duty to Serve 
Credit for chattel loans.  MHI stands ready to continue discussions with the FHFA and the 
Enterprises to address these concerns, and would like to respond to each of these concerns: 

*   “Despite Fannie Mae’s efforts, the chattel transactions revealed high levels of inconsistency in 
the quality and standardization of loan documentation.” 

For a chattel loan to be eligible for Enterprise purchase and for Duty to Serve credit it would be 
documented by a state-specific uniform promissory note and security agreement (“Note”) 
promulgated by the Enterprises.  These Notes would incorporate the desired consumer protection 
provisions and dispel the FHFA’s concern with “high levels of inconsistency in quality and 
standard in loan documentation.” 

*   “the transactions had much higher default rates and loss severities, which may be aggravated 
because the units depreciate substantially and channels for reselling repossessed units can be 
limited.” 

FHFA and the Enterprises have programs to transfer credit risk – both up-front and back-end –that 
protect Enterprise loan purchases.  Risk sharing reduces Enterprise loan losses and provides market 
discipline.  The Enterprises should develop risk sharing models, approved by FHFA, for chattel 
loans to be eligible for Duty to Serve Credit. A risk sharing approach is already carried out by 
FHA through its Title 1 manufactured home loan program, which requires 10% risk sharing by the 
originating lender.  Appropriate G-Fees could mirror upfront FHA insurance premiums.  The 
Enterprises also could require loan level price adjustments  Lender eligibility to sell Enterprises 
chattel loans would be subject to rigorous standards, including appropriate minimum capitalization 
requirements, and thorough Enterprise due diligence. 

 *   “Moreover, chattel-titled units sited in manufactured housing communities may further lose 
value if they are subject to continuously increasing rents for the land on which the units are 
located.” 

This risk can be mitigated by Enterprise program guidelines requiring home site leases complying 
with the requirements discussed in Paragraph I.D. above. 

																																																													
15 See 80 C.F.R. 79182 at 79188 (December 18, 2015) 
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* “Also, in states where the debtor does not receive notice of the right to cure a default, a lender 
can repossess a chattel-titled unit immediately upon default, without prior notice.  These 
repossessions have included circumstances in which units were towed, with the residents still in 
them and of significant damage to the unit’s porch, deck, air conditioner, plumbing and septic 
system.” 

Requiring a Notice of Default and Right to Cure16, together with the RESPA protections described 
above will require chattel loans to be serviced with the same protections as real estate loans. 

*   “The risks posed to secondary market investors by bankrupt chattel borrowers are greater than 
the risks posed by bankrupt real property borrowers.” 

Risk sharing can mitigate these losses substantially. 

   “Moreover, insurance comparable to private mortgage insurance protecting the lender, and 
therefore Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae, is generally unavailable for chattel loans.” 

Until chattel loan PMI can be developed, lending guidelines fixing the maximum LTV for chattel 
loans at an appropriate level, level price adjustments and G-Fees obviates this risk. 

As an interim step, the Enterprises could start by receiving DTS credit for types of loans that are 
the most demonstrably safe, and which address the specific chattel risk concerns identified in the 
Rule.  

III. The Effect of the Guidelines 

The chattel loan Duty to Serve Guidelines would not grant borrowers additional legal remedies 
beyond applicable laws and regulations, imply any broad guidance on what provisions should 
apply to chattel loans in general, or authorize additional regulatory authority where none exists 
under applicable laws and regulations.  Rather, they simply are conditions that must be met for 
loans to receive DTS credit. 

5. Should Duty to Serve credit be given under the loan products assessment factor for an 
Enterprise’s research and development activities that may not show results in their initial 
phase, but which may be necessary for long-term product planning and development for 
underserved markets? 
 
Answer:  An Enterprise’s research and development activities should be given retroactive credit 
upon successful fruition. 
 
6. Has FHFA adequately defined the scope of extra credit for the proposed residential 
economic diversity activities? Has FHFA chosen the correct activities that should be 
excluded from qualifying for extra credit for residential economic diversity activities? Also, 
see description of proposed § 1282.37 and Requests for Comments. 
 
Answer: MHI has no comment. 
																																																													
16	Contrary	to	the	FHFA’s	contention	that	chattel	loans	do	not	enjoy	any	consumer	protections,	every	state	
except	Hawaii,	Nevada	and	South	Dakota	requires	a	Notice	of	Default	and	Right	to	Cure	before	repossession.			
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7. Is there an alternative mechanism to an Underserved Markets Plan that would better 
enable FHFA to evaluate the Enterprises’ Duty to Serve obligations? 
 
Answer: Each Enterprise should be reviewed based on how many families are served outside of 
existing core products.  If duty to serve is actually achieved it must be measured in terms of effects 
on American families not just dollars placed. 
 
8. Should the Enterprises be required to prepare Underserved Markets Plans for terms with 
a period other than three years? 
 
Answer:  No comment. 
 
9. Should public input be sought on the Enterprises’ proposed Underserved Markets Plans 
and, if so, is there a more effective approach than the proposed approach? 
 
Answer:  The Proposed Rule notes that the Enterprises opposed publishing proposed Underserved 
Markets plans for public comment, but that the Proposed Rule would publish such plans for public 
comments – noting the benefits of transparency and increasing the opportunity for productive 
stakeholder input.  MHI strongly supports the publishing of such Plans for public comment.  
Congress enacted Duty to Serve requirements precisely because of concerns that the Enterprises 
were not sufficiently engaged in these activities.  Therefore it is critical that stakeholders who are 
directly impacted by these proposed Plans have a full opportunity to suggest improvements to the 
proposed Plans.  Moreover, aside from that formal process, the FHFA should encourage the 
Enterprises to continuously and actively engage with stakeholders in discussions about Enterprise 
activities in these areas.  Specifically, for example, the Proposed Rule cites concerns about the 
risks of purchasing chattel loans; maximum efforts should be made to explore how such loans can 
be prudently purchased, through such communications. 
 
10. What existing Enterprise criteria (contained in Freddie Mac’s Manufactured Homes, 
Publication Number 387B and Fannie Mae’s Selling Guide, B5-253) for support of 
manufactured home loans titled as real property could be modified to expand support for 
very low-, low-, and moderate-income families, consistent with Enterprise safety and 
soundness? 
 
The FHFA should direct changes to the Fannie Mae Guide and Freddie Mac Selling Guide 
Chapters on manufactured homes titled as real estate to: 

 allow financing of property damage insurance; 
 liberalize maximum LTV calculation criteria; 
 To encourage the purchase of Energy Star homes, the Enterprises should allow higher 

debt-to-income ratios that account for lower utility costs. 
 allow financing of homes without data plates and/or HUD labels; and 
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guarantee fees should be comparable to guarantee fees for mortgages on site-built 
homes. 

11. Should Enterprise support for manufactured home loans titled as real property be a 
Regulatory Activity?  
 
Answer: Yes  
 
12. Should the Duty to Serve rule only give credit for support to manufactured home 
borrowers with specific needs, such as current borrowers with real estate mortgages with 
excessive coupon rates (and what should be considered “excessive”), or current borrowers 
with chattel loans who could benefit from conversion to real estate financing? If so, what 
kinds of needs would be appropriate? 
 
Answer: All MH loans should result in credit.  Conversion to real estate often will require 
installation of existing homes on foundations.  To do so, these homes must be moved twice: first, 
off the existing installation and second back onto the foundation.  These moves could damage the 
structural integrity of the homes.  In addition, the expense of the moves and the cost of a foundation 
$2,000 to $10,00017 most likely will be prohibitive.  
 
13. Should the Enterprises receive credit for purchasing chattel loans, on an ongoing or pilot 
basis? If so what improvements should be made in the process for originating and servicing 
that would make chattel loans safer for purchase by the Enterprises and safer for borrowers? 
 
Answer: See answer to Question 3. 
 

14. Should Duty to Serve credit be available for Enterprise support of chattel-titled 
manufactured homes where the units are sited in manufactured housing communities for 
which an Enterprise has purchased the blanket loan and the blanket loan purchase qualifies 
for Duty to Serve credit? 
 
Answer:  Yes.  The blanket loan should not be a barrier to purchase chattel loans. 
 
15. If FHFA allows Duty to Serve credit for Enterprise support of chattel lending, should the 
tenant protections as described in “Manufactured Housing Communities with Tenant 
Protections—Proposed § 1282.33(c)(2)(iii)” below also be required? How could compliance 
with borrower and tenant protections be implemented and monitored within the operational 
systems and capacities of the Enterprises and those of their seller/servicers and other 
counterparties? 
 
Answer:  We describe the appropriate tenant protections in Section 3(D) of our answer to Question 
3.  Compliance could be implemented by appropriate Enterprise guidelines and compliance audits. 
																																																													
17 CFPB White Paper at 21. 
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16. Are there other segments of the manufactured housing market besides those discussed 
above that warrant Enterprise support under the Duty to Serve, such as communities located 
in lower-income or economically distressed areas? 
 
Answer:   As discussed in our answer to Question 3, chattel lending warrants Enterprise support 
under Duty to Serve. 
 
17. Is the proposed limit of 150 pads for an eligible small manufactured housing community 
appropriate? Is there a different threshold that could better achieve the purposes of the Duty 
to Serve? 
 
Answer:  For the reasons discussed on Page 9 of this letter, MHI opposes Duty to Serve credit for 
loans to communities, but	supports	making	loans	to	communities	eligible	for	housing	goals	credit	as	
an	appropriate	vehicle	for	promoting	more	affordable	leases	for	consumers.   Assuming the FHFA 
decides otherwise, the size of a community should not be a factor in providing access to capital.  
A large community can serve moderate, low and very low income homeowners just as a smaller 
community can.  All communities would follow the tenant protections discussed in Section 3(D) 
of our answer to Question 3. 
 

18. Are the proposed pad lease protections appropriate? Should any additional pad lease 
protections be required for an Enterprise to receive Duty to Serve credit? 
 
Answer: For the reasons discussed on Page 9 of this letter, MHI opposes Duty to Serve credit for 
loans to communities, but	supports	making	loans	to	communities	eligible	for	housing	goals	credit	as	
an	appropriate	vehicle	for	promoting	more	affordable	leases	for	consumers.  Assuming the FHFA 
decides otherwise, a right of first refusal is unwarranted where a sale of the property would not 
affect use.  Home site leases would transfer to the new owner.  There would be no change for the 
residents. Otherwise, the proposed home site lease protections are appropriate.  Additional home 
site lease protections are not appropriate. 
 

19. Should the proposed pad lease protections be required for any manufactured housing 
community, regardless of its ownership or size, to be eligible for Duty to Serve credit? 

Answer:  See our answer to Question 17. 

20. Would the proposed methodology for determining affordability effectively approximate 
the incomes of the community’s tenants? Are there other approaches that could effectively 
approximate the incomes of manufactured housing community tenants to comply with the 
Duty to Serve family income requirements, e.g., the size of the blanket loan on the community 
or the size of the community? 
 
Answer: For the reasons discussed on Page 9 of this letter, MHI opposes Duty to Serve credit for 
loans to communities, but supports making loans to communities eligible for housing goals credit 
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as an appropriate vehicle for promoting more affordable leases for consumers.   Assuming the 
FHFA decides otherwise, the use of area median income data ignores the fact that most 
manufactured home communities serve populations with incomes below the area median.  This 
formula needs revision to provide extra credits in those cases. 
 

21. Could governing or financing documents for the community provide a proxy for resident 
incomes? For communities owned by governmental units or instrumentalities, would 
regulations, handbooks or financing documents specifying income criteria for the residents 
be an appropriate indicator of tenant incomes?  For nonprofit-owned and resident-owned 
communities, would the founding documents for the community, which describe its mission 
as serving lower-income families, or financing agreements or other documents from funding 
sources specifying the required income levels of intended beneficiaries, be appropriate 
indicators of tenant incomes? Is there any comparable documentation that could be 
applicable to communities with for-profit owners, e.g., where they have accepted income 
restrictions in order to accept Section 8 vouchers? 
 
Answer:   For the reasons discussed on Page 9 of this letter, MHI opposes Duty to Serve credit for 
loans to communities, but supports making loans to communities eligible for housing goals credit 
as an appropriate vehicle for promoting more affordable leases for consumers.  Assuming the 
FHFA decides otherwise, we do not see how governing or financing documents for the community 
provide a proxy for resident incomes.  For communities owned by governmental units or 
instrumentalities, regulations, handbooks or financing documents specifying income criteria for 
the residents could be an appropriate indicator of tenant incomes.  For nonprofit-owned and 
resident-owned communities, the founding documents for the community, which describe its 
mission as serving lower-income families, or financing agreements or other documents from 
funding sources specifying the required income levels of intended beneficiaries, would be 
appropriate indicators of tenant incomes.  Yes, lease-level verification of income documentation, 
could be applicable to communities with for-profit owners, e.g., where they have accepted income 
restrictions in order to accept Section 8 vouchers. 
 

22. Where the loan seller knows the incomes of the tenants of a manufactured housing 
community at the time an Enterprise purchases the blanket loan on the community, should 
the incomes be used to determine affordability, and what operational concerns might be 
associated with transferring the income data to the Enterprises? 

Answer: For the reasons discussed on Page 9 of this letter, MHI opposes Duty to Serve credit for 
loans to communities, but supports making loans to communities eligible for housing goals credit 
as an appropriate vehicle for promoting more affordable leases for consumers.  Assuming the 
FHFA decides otherwise, where the loan seller knows the incomes of the tenants of a manufactured 
housing community at the time an Enterprise purchases the blanket loan on the community, the 
incomes should be used to determine affordability, subject to the consumers’ written consent to 
the information sharing. 
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23. Are there other loan programs, terms or lending criteria that, if adopted, could increase 
Enterprise purchases of blanket loans on manufactured housing communities?  
 
Answer:  Fannie Mae has made it very difficult to secure financing by adhering to overly strict 
underwriting guidelines: 

 Only communities of the highest quality in the most favorable locations qualify; 

 More than 50 percent of the home sites must be multi-section sites, 

 The ratio of park-owned rental homes to owner-occupied homes cannot exceed five 
percent; 

 The rental income from park-owned rental homes is not underwritten cash flow; and 

 Loan terms are unfavorable (e.g., the amortization period for a multi-family apartment loan 
is 30 years but for family manufactured housing communities it is now 25 years). 

These guidelines are far more restrictive for manufactured housing than for apartments despite the 
excellent track record of manufactured housing communities.  Reforming these guidelines would 
promote financing of communities serving very low-, low- and moderate-income consumers to the 
benefit of those consumers. 

24. Should FHFA address geographic diversity of the Enterprises’ assistance for 
manufactured housing as part of the Duty to Serve manufactured housing community 
financing needs, and if so, how?  
 
Answer:  For the reasons discussed on Page 9 of this letter, MHI opposes Duty to Serve credit for 
loans to communities, but supports making loans to communities eligible for housing goals credit 
as an appropriate vehicle for promoting more affordable leases for consumers.  Assuming the 
FHFA decides otherwise, FHFA should address geographic diversity of the Enterprises’ assistance 
for manufactured housing as part of the Duty to Serve manufactured housing community financing 
needs by granting extra credit for both acquisition and refinancing loans to communities in high 
need rural areas and communities serving high needs rural populations. 
 

25. Since manufactured housing community acquisition loans may support large sales prices 
on existing communities which, in turn, may drive increases in pad rents and render the 
communities unaffordable to lower income households, should acquisition loans be ineligible 
for Duty to Serve credit? Are there particular instances where acquisition loans benefit very 
low-, low-, and moderate-income households?  
 
Answer: For the reasons discussed on Page 9 of this letter, no loans to communities should be 
eligible for Duty to Serve credit.  
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26. Would Enterprise refinance loans be particularly helpful to residents because they are 
long-term, fixed rate and relatively low-cost, which reduces the pressure on community 
owners to increase pad rents?  
 
Answer:  Yes. 


